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Kings have prescribed destinies just like men, and seers who probe the future know it. They have knowledge of the future, whereas we griots are depositories of the knowledge of the past. But whoever knows the history of a country can read its future...

Other people use writing to record the past, but this invention has killed the faculty of memory among them. They do not feel the past any more, for writing lacks the warmth of the human voice (words of Balla Fasseke, Sun-iata's griot, 1234–1255 A.D. D.T. Niane, Sundiata: An Epic of Old Mali)
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northernmost end. The terrain is, therefore, hilly and mountainous; and therefore, responsible for the settlements there of numerous small scale heterogeneous societies. In the 1950's the area comprised 1,950 square miles and a population of 40,911, based on the 1931 census; the population has more than doubled in the present time with a possible incorporation of the older territorial boundaries in the new Bauchi State.

During the onset of colonial rule in 1902, the British attempted to govern Ningi under the Emirate-model of Indirect rule, but the Ningi refused initially to be governed by this model. Between 1902 to 1921, the British deposed and exiled Ningi leaders over their refusal to discontinue raids for slaves and booty within Ningi and adjacent territory. Indirect rule was abandoned, and a colonial official became for all intent and purposes the 'paramount ruler' of Ningi. From 1915 to 1922 an alien named Abdul, who was a messenger in the colonial service, was even 'Chief' of Ningi; and informants remember his reign as Abdul "The Messenger". The hiatus of direct rule came in 1921 when colonial administration converted again to indirect rule with the appointment in 1922 of Chief Zakari as the paramount chief over the four Ningi districts, but he was deposed one year later. In 1923 Chief Adamu was appointed and his reign ended through retirement in 1955. However, the Ningi's gradual accommodation to the Emirate-Model of Indirect rule did not make them popular with the British, and this factor may well explain in part the origin of the Ningi reputation as 'troublesome people' in the lore of Hausaland today.

But when it is understood that the Ningi Chiefdom was formed in the pre-colonial era through resistance to empire then one can better understand why the Ningi continued to resist the British.

The Ningi formation resulted from a series of events that took place at the Islamic Centre of Tsakuwa in Kano in ca. 1846. Here, believing perhaps that they deserved exemptions from taxation (mahrams), some fourteen Mallamai (religious practitioners and teachers) - led by Malam Hamza - refused to pay Kurdin Kasa or the land tax, which got them into trouble with Kano officials within the Sokoto Caliphate. On the run, the Mallamai leapfrogged into the Ningi 'mountains' where people had already been settled for centuries.

Migration into the area had earlier led to the formation of small-scale corporate lineages in the settlement process of Ningi as a refugee zone. This area may have been the most desirable area for settlement in remote times until the emergence of the city-state when the trade route nexus turned them into backwaters. According to the oral traditions, the Buta and the Warji people were the most pristine of all the people there and hence the 'original' immigrants; these groups were formed from the oldest and original pre-Hausa speaking population. Speculative, linguistic evidence suggests that these people were present some 2,000 years ago and presumably even before that; they were possibly the last remnants of the Aquatic 'civilizations'. Such cultural phenomena as Buta and Warji are not isolated to Ningi in northern Nigeria. Although culturally different, these "conserving societies", as defined by Stuart Piggott's classification, are found in enclaves in a region stretching from Senegal, through the Volta Basin, northern Togo and Benin, Adamawa-Cameroon, and the Wadai region, to Kordofan in the Sudan.

Oral tradition further holds that the Chamawa and Basawa (Kudawa) found the Butawa and Warjawa, and the Sirawa in the Ningi area upon their arrival in the pre-1800's. (the awa suffix is the plural of 'people' in Hausa). The Pa'awa came and...
settled sometime after the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Most of these societies paid tribute to Bauchi and Kano emirates, and unlike the majority cultures on the low-land urban plains of Hausaland, the Ningi people were without myths of invincibility. And the Hausa mallamai of Kano Emirate - bringing Hausa culture and language with them - were, therefore, the last immigrants of enduring importance to settle there, as one recalls in ca. 1846. Thus, a series of internal absorptions occurred, and Hausa culture developed around them with Kano as its centre. The area became an ethnic and linguistic museum - Benue-Congo and Chadic classifications - that preserved earlier cultures (see map).

But the mallamai changed the 'stateless' character of the non-Muslims of Ningi by organizing them into rebellion against Sokoto. Millennial overtones surfaced before the actual rebellion took place in ca. 1847. In spite of numerous uncertainties, the Chiefdom had become an entity by 1849, and had developed a territorial consciousness by the 1870's. In essence Ningi became a Hausa chiefdom. Its heterogeneous character made it more skin to Abuja than to the Fulani emirates, and in political thought closer to the pre-jihad Hausa states; for example, the criteria for leadership among the Hausa mallamai were less rigid than the hereditary emirate system. To become a leader one had to be Hausa, but merit in war determined who led Ningi. And Ningi's resistance to incursions by Caliphate forces was successful and they suffered no permanent defeat in the nineteenth century. But the British defeated Ningi in 1902, and imposed taxation on the people by 1908.

Methodology In The Jos Plateau

The fieldwork for reconstruction of Ningi history was undertaken from August 1972 to December 1973 in the northern region of Nigeria. Until this time research on the Ningi of a historical nature was minimal. The methodology used in the reconstruction of Ningi history (ca. 1800-1908) a pragmatic course. Particular attention was paid to oral historical data and their mode of transmission. Variants of traditions were recorded both in Ningi and the neighbouring areas. The introduction of Islam and the imposition of colonial rule influenced the extant traditions. The oral traditions contributed to the establishment of two basic facts in Ningi history. First, the Hausa mallamai refused to pay the tax of Kufin Kasa, hot the zakka at Tsakuwa of Kano ca. 1846. Second, the Hausa founders of the Ningi Chiefdom and Isawa believers in the Second Coming of Isa (Jesus) were not advocates of Christian doctrines but Muslims who adhered to Sufism and millennialism in the context of Islam. Mahdism was ubiquitous in Hausaland before and during the nineteenth century.

In a broad perspective, the historian of Africa is confronted with a number of problems in attempting to reconstruct the history of plateau- 'mountain' societies. While for the most part lowland-urban societies have experienced frequent and often documented change in the world, 'Mountain' societies' change was often gradual and unwritten. And scholarly neglect of the Ningi can also be attributed to their society's lack of writing, save by the mallamai, in the nineteenth century. But Ningi has one advantage. In contrast to the Kofyar and possibly the Idoma, where paucity of documentation exists because of the past isolation and infrequent contacts with Hausa Kingdoms, Ningi's proximity and character provided numerous contacts with adjacent emirates. Moreover, the realization came early that the existence of a single "Ningi" was a mere abstraction and that in order to create "Ningi", many heterogeneous people
had been grouped together. This factor must not be over-looked by anyone interested in doing research on the Jos Plateau.

Traditions were grouped under two headings. The 'core traditions' consisted of those recorded in Ningi Division proper. Efforts were made initially in the non-Hausa areas to record the traditions in the original language of transmission but this proved difficult and was abandoned. The informants had problems in speaking their own languages because of the rapid spread of Hausa. In addition, praise songs about the leaders of Ningi by the palace musicians of Ningi were recorded; as oral historical sources dating back to the 1870's they often reveal insights into the character of each leader. The frontier raiding character of Ningi made the collection of oral variants outside the division necessary. These recordings were grouped as 'peripheral traditions'. In short, there is no problem in finding valuable oral traditions in Ningi. The diverse cultural and linguistic make-up of the Ningi area provided numerous sources of oral traditions useful for variants either favourable or opposed to the "official" view of the Hausa hierarchy. One will find short genealogical depths among nineteenth-century non-Muslims because of their poorly developed material culture. Since material possessions were few and since little was handed down, there was little need for long memories.

Location of sources of power in Ningi for the pre-colonial period was a problem. The difficulty in Ningi was primarily because of the egalitarian character of the social structure and to the absorption of these societies into the new order of colonial administration. The social change resulting from both the impact of colonial rule and Islam upon these societies must not be overlooked. Colonial rule marked the decline of the non-Muslim chiefs called Tsafi. In the pre-colonial period, Tsafi were very powerful. Each chief had a specific area of operation. Within this territory people came for consultation and decision making; and occasionally appeals were made beyond an individual's territory to a more powerful Tsafi some distance away. The significant centre of power became evident from the distributional maps of areas and distances to a Tsafi whose religious and judicial judgements people came to hear. These centres were mentioned from time to time in the oral tradition which tends to suggest diffused authority. A similar methodological approach for the location of power might be applicable to other 'stateless' heterogeneous societies in the Jos Plateau.

Regrettably, specialized oral historians were few because of the character of the pre-colonial political system and because very few individuals were still alive who had lived in the pre-colonial period. That slave raiding caused demographic depletions must not be forgotten. When slave raids took males to work on plantations in the Caliphate, intergenerational mobility may have allowed for their assimilation with broader Hausa culture. Hence, the age structure of the Ningi society was greatly affected by these raids: either the society was left with too many young children or with only the very old men and women. Even if Ningi raids increased the population from time to time, the warrior factor of conspicuous poverty was not lasting because of the quick turnover in raiding commodities. Further, Ningi's pre-colonial boundaries were reduced in size under colonial rule, causing additional demographic decrease. In spite of these factors, over thirty-five persons were involved in the process of both narration and clarification. The background of each informant was taken into account as was the mode of transmission.

Finally, Malam Yahaya is Ningi's equivalent
of Baali Fasseke of Mali as an oral historian. In spite of the importance of other Ningi informants, such as Bawa Bu, Madaki Ningi, Sarkin Dua and others, Malam Yahaya comes closest to the model of an indigenous oral specialist. Born ca. 1879, making him ninety-five years old in 1973, Yahaya was eight years old when his father became the fifth ruler of Ningi. (see genealogy below):

(3) Malam Abubakar Dan Maje (ca. 1855-1870)
(4) Haruna Karami (ca. 1870-1886)
(5) Cajigi (ca. 1886-1890)
Malam Yahaya (ca. 1879-)

As a member of the royal family, Yahaya had a vested constitutional interest in remembering events. As one recalls, his father was overthrown in ca. 1889 or so, and Dan Yaya came to power. An interesting episode follows. Dan Yaya showed both vengeance and mercy to Gajigi's children; he sold them into slavery. The surrounding emirates had favourably viewed Gajigi's policy of peace (aman); hence, Dan Yaya stipulated that none of Gajigi's children were to be sold in Bauchi or Kano. Yahaya was eleven years of age during the first exchange, when he was sold for three horses and taken to Dugunlya in Warji.

Dan Yaya's forces recaptured Yahaya in two subsequent raids, and brought him back to the Ningi capital each time. When Dan Yaya saw him, he merely nodded his head as if to say: "You again!" Yahaya went back to herding goats again in Warji, and later in Gwaram he worked as a dyer. When Yahaya's "master" heard that Dan Yaya was coming again to recapture the slaves, he said: "we bought these slaves from this man, and he is coming again to take them away again; the best thing to do is to sell the slaves!" So he sold Yahaya to the Emir of Azare, sometime in the 1890's. At Azare officials recognized Yahaya as Gajigi's son, and treated him well. When the Emir of Azare succeeded his father at Katagum, Yahaya went with him, and remained until the coming of the Europeans in 1902. Mamuda, the son of Haruna Karami and Yahaya's first cousin, became then new Ningi leader, and all of Gajigi's children returned to Ningi. Malam Yahaya was twenty-four years old at the time and later served as the Imam at Warji. Having lived through three eras (pre-colonial, colonial, and independence), the brilliant Malam Yahaya is the only surviving son of Gajigi whose memory of these events we are fortunate to share.

We now turn to the dimension of revisionist Ningi history.

Revisions in Ningi History

First, there is the issue of Islamic taxation. Victor Low states that zakka was the tax which the mallamai refused to pay Kano officials. This view leaves the impression that the mallamai were not following the proper clerical teachings of Islam, for zakka is one of the Pillars of the faith. A careful examination of his sources show no reference to zakka, but rather that Kurdin Kasa was the tax due. Oral variants are in accord with colonial and Arabic sources, and most explicit on the tax due is the praise song of the Ningi palace musicians on Hamza, the Chiefdom's founder:

"Hamza was asked to give Kurdin Kasa but Hamza refused; there are no grounds for taxation except those which belong to Allah." This oral text indicates clearly that the mallamai were not anti-clerical in their stance against taxation.

Further, the supposition that the nineteenth
The influence of Christian doctrine found scholarly expression in the twentieth century because of the millennium expectations of the founders. According to this view from about the 1830's onward, Islamic millennial movements concerned with the Second Coming of Isa (Jesus) in Kano led to events which later became related to Ningi and the eastern frontier of Zaria. Hamza and associates were agents of this movement, along with other mallamai who migrated from Kano to the frontier, where some of the old pre-jihad centres had been located. In the twentieth century, Rev. Walter R.S. Miller, a Christian missionary in northern Nigeria, compiled these traditions, and linked the millennial character of the nineteenth century to the conquest of northern Nigeria by Christians in the colonial situation. This interpretation can no longer stand without qualification. Based on mistaken chronology, Rev. Miller placed the persecution of millennial dissidents - such as the famous Malam Ibrahim - by Kano officials and the foundation of Wingi too close to the twentieth century. It appears that the Isawa believers had the support of all Ningi leaders until the 1890's. Malam Gajigi reigned from ca. 1884 to 1889, when he was overthrown by Malam Usman Dan Yaya (1890-1902), the last Ningi ruler before colonial rule. Apparently, the Isawa threw their support to Gajigi in the succession dispute with Dan Yaya. In order to escape the wrath of Dan Yaya, who killed one of their leaders, Malam Adamu, Isawa fled to the eastern fringes of Zaria - Kawuri, Kargi, Ikara, Kankangi, and Gimi - where they later met Rev. Miller, converted to Christianity, and subsequently settled in Wusasa. While evidence may yet surface about Christian doctrines coming across the desert into Hausaland, textual criticism of oral traditions is an indispensable requirement in order to eliminate distortions in the interpretations of

The Caliphate later discouraged Mahdist expectations. Some of the jihad scholars became bureaucrats in the establishment; and they did not wish to encourage a movement - such as the Isawa, for example - disruptive of what they had set up. An oral text in Ningi narrates in imagery the accusation of Emir Abdullahi (1855-1883) against Malam Ibrahim, the famous Isawa leader about 1872.
The emir called on the malam, and said:
'I hear that you are going to rebel?
They are telling me that you have got a
sword and a spear? The malam replied:
'No, how can I rebel against you? This
sword and the spear you see is the faith
of Islam - it is the saying of God.'
The emir replied further that: 'I am
told that you have a throne (gadonsa-
ranta). (The inference here is that
Ibrahim seeks to overthrow the emir).
' The malam answered: 'Yes, I do have
one but it is not a throne (gado); it is
a bed (gado also means bed) for my
Qu'ran. You can go and take it and
compare it with yours; and if it looks
like yours, you can kill me . . .'
When it was brought before the emir,
they saw that it was a small bed with a
skin mat attached to it.

Ibrahim again stated that his throne was not as
spacious as the Emir's and that having such a bed
should not make him liable to any criminal offense.
Apparently, Ibrahim refused to present a case
showing his innocence and left it up to the Emir
to decide what to do with him. Ibrahim was sen-
tenced to die and taken to the Kurmi
market in Kano.

The millennial diaspora to Ningi in the 1870's
was related to a much broader problem carefully
watched by the Sokoto Caliphate in the 1880's.
Sokoto's concern began with the Mahdist hopes of
Ibrahim Sharif al-Din, better known as Abu Sha'r or
Malam Dubaba, and Malam Yamusa. Ibrahim Sharif
al-Din came through Hausaland from the West in
1855 en route to the East. He proclaimed that the
time for the advent of the Mahdi was near and
called upon people to follow him to Mecca; at
Mecca the Mahdi was expected to appear. In the
course of his journey he stopped in Borno during
an unstable political period. People in the thou-
ousands flocked to him, and while continuing the
journey Sharif al-Din was killed by a non-Muslim
people in southern Baghirmi. Some survivors of
this ambush continued their journey eastward.
Similarly Malam Yamusa arrived in Dutse district
at Kano in about 1878. He told the multitudes
that it was time for the hijra to Mecca to search
for the Mahdi. Along the eastward march, people
joined him; they abandoned their homes and pro-
erty. The emirates of Katagum, Hadejia, and
Misau were concerned about the depopulation of
their territories. They countered by arresting
Yamusa and taking him to Sokoto. The Amir al-
Muminin later deported Yamusa to Bauchi.

M.A. Alhaji illustrates Sokoto's concern about
movements of expectations in a letter of Maryam,
the daughter of Uthman Dan Fodio, to Emir Muhammad
Bello of Kano (1882-93). Muhammad Bello was con-
cerned about the trans-emirate movements of people
which obviously affected the tax base of the
Caliphate. He, therefore, consulted Sokoto. M.A.
Alhaji says that Maryam's letter is a summation of
the Mahdist traditions in the Sokoto Caliphate
during the second half of the nineteenth century.
Since millennial hopes of Ningi were also part of
this movement, I take the liberty to quote his
translation of this letter in its entirety.

Maryam's letter reads:

In the name of God the Merciful the
Compassionate, and the blessing of God
be upon the noble Prophet. From the
mother (al-umm) Maryam, the daughter
of the shaykh who is the great refor-
mmer and the luminous light of the age,
to her blessed, pious, learned and
agreeable son; abundant greetings and
adequate salutations. Next:
We have seen your noble letter and understand your generous and munificent words of respect for us; may God bless you; amen. As for the question about which you have sought our opinion, namely that the people of Hausaland pass by your place from all directions and claim; among other things, that the time for the evacuation of Hausaland has come, the answer is as follows: such people are utterly misguided and completely ignorant of their religious and worldly affairs. What they claim is nothing but falsehood and calumny. In fact, contrary to what they all say, there is still some good among us and here we shall remain against their wish, for some time by the will of God.

Indeed, the Shaykh, my father, did mention that we shall immigrate from Hausaland but he did not specify the time. He, may God bless him, described for us the route of the hijra as follows; the beginning of the route is Bughu, thence to Mushkam Fush, thence to Sara, thence to Sarwa, thence to Andam, thence to Kughum, thence to the hill called Kigha, thence to the hill called Zuziyat, thence to the hill called Abut Tafan, thence to the hill Abu Zarafa, thence to Rugha, thence to Daygh, thence to Kaja, thence to Kutulu, thence to Nuba hill, thence to Thughula, the region of gold mines which contains ninety-nine hills, the name of each starts with 'fa', but I know only three of them. Fazughulu, Fakul and Fandukal then, after a journey of two days we shall reach the Nile.

He did not specify the time of the migration (hijra) but when it comes it will be like the fire on top of a mountain and will not be hidden from anyone. One of the signs of the advent of that time is lack of rain which shall cause a serious drought, so much so that one may dig a well in the river bed and will not get any water. Another sign is the eruption of upheavals among the communities of the west who will leave their homes and move towards the east, but when they arrive here they will find that we have left before them. These two signs are the principal signs, in our opinion, which have come down to us from the two Shaykhs, my father and his son Muhammad Bello, may God the Exalted be pleased with them.

As for what you see at present, namely drought, famine, wars between us and the unbelievers, lack of prosperity and closed routes, these things are nothing, and they are not among the things that frighten us. God the Exalted and High, out of his omnipotence, shall dispel all these things and shall conquer through us all the lands until none of the obstinate unbelievers remains. - The red signs, however, are the absence of rain and the outbreak of upheavals among the communities of the west and their migration from the west to the east. This is what has come down to us, and God knows best.
Further, I beseech thee, as parents beseech their son, to fear God secretly and openly; verily there is no substitute for the fear of God and no refuge other than God. You must follow the path of our shaykh, the great reformer and the luminous light of the eye. You must not allow yourself to doubt the righteousness of whatsoever he has renewed; verily his path is the real guidance that you must hold to by the heart and the hand. Further, you must submit to the general will and avoid absolutism in your conduct of public affairs.

Finally, I thank you for what you have sent to me; verily you are a noble son, may God bless you, amen.

Maryam's letter indicates how alarming the Mahdist migration had become by the 1880's to the rulers, and millennial expectations compounded the problem. In Islamic ideology, the era of Sokoto was about the end and a new period was to begin - the advent of the last Mujaddid as the Expected Mahdi. The situation may be compared to the development of Christianity where the idea of Expectancy died out in the early Christian community because the Church organization grew; there was little point in waiting for the return of the Expected One because the Church represented the high level of the coming. Sokoto administrators felt the same way, which explains their efforts toward suppression but the millennial movements of Mallamai Hamza, Ibrahim, and others threaten the existence of Islamic organization.

More recently, in 1973 Malam Steven Audu of Wusasa - a descendant of the Isawa - gave the impression that Sufism predominated among the Isawa mallamai. Kargi was a pre-jihad centre, located east of Zaria, where some of the Isawa settled after fleeing from Dan Yaya; here, the settlers' mode of worship was practised in secrecy because they did not pray according to:

"the Qadiriyya, i.e. facing towards the East, but would just bend down and worship to any direction because God was everywhere. Secretly, they did it. They feared of being killed in that they were worshipping differently from other Muslims. And probably Malam Ibrahim in Kano worshipped in this manner."

This mode of localized ritual in Islam was still being practised in 1910. As a small boy, Malam Audu observed farmers at Kankanki that worshipped any time of the day and facing in any direction. There may have been more followers of the Isawa movement than is generally known. The coming of Europeans and the secret worship prevented the Isawa movement from flourishing and increased the likelihood for the first Christian conversions about 1913 at Gimi, located on the Gilma River just southward of Ungwan Katsalle. Rev. Miller translated into Hausa the New Testament and portions of the Old Testament of the Bible, and Rev. W.A. Thompson, a Jamaican, was the first pastor. But an epidemic of sleeping sickness (Trypanosomiasis) caused the evacuation of Gimi a short time later, and reduced the number of converts. Many followers reverted back to the Muslim faith and perhaps to additional religious aberrations, after the epidemic outbreak was attributed to either the Christian presence or to a curse by evil spirits.

Fieldwork for the reconstruction of Ningi history in Nigerian Hausaland began in August 1972 and ended in December 1973. The collection of
oral data figured prominently in the reconstruction which covered the period from ca. 1800-1908, since Ningi lacked writing. Oral traditions were grouped under two headings: 'core traditions' consisted of those recorded in Ningi proper, and 'peripheral traditions' were those oral variant collected outside the division because of the Ningi raiding character. The heterogeneous composition of the Ningi cultures - Butawa, Warjawa, Sirawa, Chamawa, Basawa, Pa'awa and Hausawa - required that the study reflect the traditions of all the people and not just the official history of the ruling elite. Moreover, the mode of transmission of extant traditions received considerable attention for purposes of authenticity. In regard to revisions in the historiography of Hausaland, two basic fallacies can no longer stand. First, the praise songs in Ningi and colonial data show that the Hausa mallama (religious practitioners and teachers) refused to pay the land tax (Kuradin Kasa) only and not the Islamic tithe 'Zakka' at Tsakuwa of Kano ca. 1846; Zakka is required of all Muslims as a Pillar of the Faith. Hence, the mallama were not disrespectful to Islam. Second, the belief that the Hausa founders of the Chiefdom and the Isawa believers in the Second Coming of Isa (Jesus) were adherents to Christian doctrines received much crediblity in some theological and in some scholarly circles; to the contrary, our data show that the Muslims were imbued in the ideology of sufism and millennialism within the context of Islam, for Mahdism had its antecedents in Hausaland during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. And a special tribute is paid to Malam Yahaya (ca. 1878-1942) who was the most brilliant and indispensable indigenous oral historian in the reconstruction of Ningi history.
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